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                Meet the Team Behind our Designs: Donna Dent
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Meet the Team Behind our Designs: Donna Dent

                  July 6, 2022

                  Next up in our blog series where you get to know our design team is Donna Dent, Concept Designer for the Northern Region.   Donna shares her enthusiasm on sustainability and how working at Interface has strongly influenced the way she lives sustainably day to day. Donna continues her creativity outside of her role by painting…
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                Meet the Team Behind our Designs: Jarno van Deuveren
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Meet the Team Behind our Designs: Jarno van Deuveren

                  June 20, 2022

                  Jarno van Deuveren is head of the Artwork Design Team in the EAAA region. His role ranges from supporting the concept designers with floorplans and room renders, to creating visuals for presentations and training documents.
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                The Power of Community to Address the Climate Crisis
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  The Power of Community to Address the Climate Crisis

                  June 15, 2022

                  As an architecture and design community, we are brought together by a shared desire to build a better tomorrow – and we have the power to do so. We must encourage a community for adaptation, for resilience, and for dealing with the challenges that climate change is bringing.
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                Designing with Colour in Hospitality
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Designing with Colour in Hospitality

                  June 6, 2022

                  The reason hotels have such a diverse range of spaces is due to the wide array of needs of different guests. If designed well, all atmospheres and desired moods can be catered for within a short distance from one another.
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                  Meet our Sustainability Experts: Ruth Prinzmeier

                  June 1, 2022

                  In this blog series we’re catching up with our fantastic sustainability managers to give you a chance to get to know them and find out more about their work at Interface. Here, we meet Ruth Prinzmeier, Sustainability Manager in the DACH region (Germany, Austria and Switzerland). Hi Ruth, tell us about your role at Interface.  …
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                  High-quality Flooring for High-quality Education

                  May 24, 2022

                  Xi’an Eurasia University is an international application-oriented university. Its main focus is on courses such as management, economics, art, literature, teaching and engineering. nora rubber flooring including noraplan uni, noraplan signa and noraplan sentica was installed at Xi’an Eurasia University in 2013, 2016 and 2019.
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                Meet the Team Behind our Designs: Mandy Leeming
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Meet the Team Behind our Designs: Mandy Leeming

                  May 19, 2022

                  Mandy Leeming is Design Director for the EAAA region here at Interface and has been with the company for an impressive 33 years.   In the video below, Mandy reflects on her earlier days within the business, remembering how inspired she was by Interface’s founder Ray Anderson and his vision for the business. From day one…
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                  Maison Tiegezh – Cozy and Contemporary Hospitality Design

                  May 17, 2022

                  Maison Tiegezh integrates a gourmet restaurant, a bistro-crêperie and now a beautiful hotel with six contemporary and cozy rooms. Entirely designed by the young starred chef Baptiste Denieul and his wife Marion, the establishment promises to be a privileged stopover for discovering the attractions of Brittany
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                  Creating Inspiring Hospitality Interiors with our New Collection

                  May 11, 2022

                  Following the launch of our latest Hospitality Collection, we caught up with Germany based Concept Designer, Barbara, to find out more about where the inspiration behind the collection came from.  Tell us about the new EMEA Hospitality Collection…  The collection includes 21 patterns and 80 products in total. The exquisite design palette incorporates both neutral…
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                Meet the Team Behind our Designs: Natalie Makowski
              

              
                                  

                
                
                  Meet the Team Behind our Designs: Natalie Makowski

                  May 6, 2022

                  Next up in our video blog series is Natalie Makowski, Product Design Manager, EMEA.  Natalie started her career at Interface while on a placement between her studies, impressing so much that she was offered a full-time role within the design team. Natalie has grown within the team over the past 14 years and has some…
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          Featured Contributor

          [image: ]          Oliver Heath

          As a leading figure in biophilic design, Oliver is working with global modular flooring manufacturer Interface to raise the awareness of the benefits of design inspired by nature. A prominent thinker in the architecture industry and owner of Heath Design Ltd, Oliver is also a writer and TV presenter.
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          Connect with us

          	 Facebook
	 Twitter
	 Instagram
	 Pinterest
	 YouTube
	 LinkedIn


        

        
          Interface
          Interface, Inc. is a global commercial flooring company with an integrated collection of carpet tiles and resilient flooring, including luxury vinyl tile (LVT) and nora® rubber flooring. Our modular system helps customers create beautiful interior spaces which positively impact the people who use them and our planet.

Our mission, Climate Take Back™, invites other companies to join us as we commit to running our business in a way that is restorative to the planet and creates a climate fit for life.
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        We’ve updated our blog

        We recently revamped our blog to provide you with a single destination for the best design and sustainability content – everything from design tips to events and popular trends. 
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          This website uses cookies. By continuing to browse this site you accept the 

          Interface cookie policy

          https://shop.interface.com/GB/en-GB/help-center/privacy-policy.html

        

          
      
    
    
    
    
    
      
    
    



    
    
  
  

  
  

  

  